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Abstract: Dexterous robotic manipulation in unstructured environments is still challenging, de-
spite the increasing number of robots entering human settings each day. Even though robotic
manipulation provides complete solutions in factories and industries, it still lacks essential tech-
niques, displaying clumsy or limited operation in unstructured environments. Daily objects typically
aim at the human hand, and the human somatosensory system is responsible for solving all the com-
plex calculations required for dexterous manipulations in unstructured settings. Borrowing concepts
of the human visuotactile system can improve dexterous manipulation and increase robotics usage
in unstructured environments. In humans, required finger and wrist joint adjustments occur after
fast identification of the object in the initial stages of manipulation. Fast object identification during
those phases may increase robotic dexterous manipulation performance. The present paper explores
human-inspired concepts such as haptic glance to develop robotic single-grasp object identification.
This concept can assist early phases of robotic manipulation, helping automated decision-making,
such as type of grasp and joint position, during manipulation tasks. The main stages developed here
are detecting sensor activation and sample collection using signal-to-noise and z-score filtering on
tactile data. This procedure automates touch detection and reduces the sensor space for classification.
Experiments on a daily objects dataset presented compelling results that will assist in the later stages
of the early phases of robotic grasping.

Keywords: tactile sensor; robotic manipulation; object identification

1. Introduction

The growing integration of robots in homes and hospitals has been developing robotic
manipulation research in unstructured environments. Still, a big step is required in sensing
and data processing to achieve human-level robotic manipulation in such environments.
The human somatosensory system uses tactile and visual feedback to create frames of
reference for object identification and pose estimation [1]. Such information is essential for
later assistance on finger and writs joint updates. One aspect of human manipulation is
called haptic glance sensing, which concerns fast object recognition in the absence of visual
stimuli. Humans are capable of fast object recognition in occluded environments using
only tactile feedback [2] in the first phases of manipulation. A single grasp approach to
achieving a robotic haptic glance would promote fast robot classification of objects during
the early phases of manipulation. Single grasp manipulation collects data during short
periods of time at the beginning of the manipulation to promote an initial object recognition
that will help decisions on the after-grasping finger and wrist position.

This paper investigates the initial stages of manipulation where sensor contact is still
unknown and prone to wrong selection due to signal noise. We propose a method where
the comparison between signal-to-noise of filtered and unfiltered data in addition to z-score
peak detection will define manipulation points. The method splits into two main parts,
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where there is an initial sensor detection with a later application of z-score peak detection
in the selected sensors. The classification tasks will use only the data points of the selected
sensors. In this way, the single grasp algorithm will have updated data only from activated
sensors in peak points.

The present paper develops initial work on a multi-modal dataset of visual-tactile
sensing [3]. The selected dataset contains manipulation of daily objects in different
hand orientations.

2. Results

This section presents results of feature selection and signal peak detection applied to
tactile sensing data. Early phases of robotic manipulation require fast selection and detec-
tion of activated sensors that indicate object touch. Signal peak detection of the activated
sensors will also enable additional manipulation automation in the early manipulation
phases. This paper introduces two separate stages, an initial feature selection followed by
peak detection. The techniques evaluated here introduce the use of signal-to-noise ratio and
z-peak score applied to tactile sensing data to detect activated sensors and manipulation
points of interest. Combining those stages accelerates the initial phases of robotic manipu-
lation. All experiments performed used data described in [3]. The specific experiment used
can be found on plot titles.

2.1. Feature Selection

The first stage covers feature selection. A manipulator may carry several sensors,
which may not necessarily activate during manipulation. Manipulator design, object shape,
or the required grasp type may affect the number of sensors involved in the manipula-
tion. This stage compares signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) from filtered and unfiltered data to
automate the detection sensors directly involved in the manipulation.

Savitzky–Golay filtered data [4] will most likely produce a lower SNR when compared
to unfiltered data. This reduction is significant in sensors not involved in the manipulation,
which may contain only noise. Experimental data suggests that sensors involved in the
manipulation do not see a reduction bigger than 10%. This threshold splits the group
of sensors involved or not involved in the manipulation. Figure 1 shows an example of
15 sensors where only two of them (0 and 8) were involved in the manipulation.
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Due to noise, arbitrary values of SNR can lead to false positives. In some cases where
there is a significant SNR in the data (e.g., sensor 5), the comparison with filtered data
shows a considerable drop in SNR. A short drop in SNR between filtered and unfiltered
data indicates the participation of that sensor in the manipulation. The sensor can be
included in the sensor list to perform peak detection. Figure 2 shows one example of such
selection where sensors 0 and 8 can be used in further tasks while the other sensors do not
participate in the manipulation.
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2.2. Peak Detection Results

Single grasp phase during early phases of manipulation will require the detection of
initial and final grasping points. The z-peak score was successfully used to detect heart
frequency in [5]. Even though the authors used a multi-modal tactile sensor, the same
technique was applied here. Figure 3 shows z-score peak detection performed on tactile
sensor data.
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The peaks detected in red can be used as points themselves or definitions of initial
and final points of manipulation that will be used for single grasp classification.

3. Conclusions

This paper provides early results about automating sensor selection and peak detection
for early phases of tactile manipulation. A comparison between the filtered and unfiltered
signal-to-noise ratios of tactile data provides for initial sensor selection. The selected sensor
data are later applied to a z-score to detect time slices with data points for single grasp
classification.

The results presented here are still in the early stages, and future work needs to
investigate deeper and evaluate classification tasks on the selected sensors and peak
locations. The results presented here are compelling and suggest that sensor selection for
tactile data can include techniques where little to no knowledge of the dataset is known.
A future direction also points to the use of short-term Fourier transformations for feature
extraction. Furthermore, future work must cover real-time sensor selection and peak
detection in selected data slices.
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